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What’s Ahead Today?

1. Teaching with film
2. What we collect
3. Finding resources
4. Using resources
5. The rules
But First ... 

• Whatever you need, we will get it
• What I mean by film
Teaching

• Questions
• Teaching with film at UVa
Why Film?

Mark Kaiser of the Berkeley Language Center in an article called *New Approaches to Exploiting Film in the Foreign Language Classroom* in L2 Journal:

Why film? “Films serve as a model of language use, in particular as a vehicle to improve listening comprehension, enrich vocabulary, and develop translingual competence; second, as a model and reflection of ... cultural artifacts, values, and behaviors, and therefore a vehicle to develop students’ transcultural competence; and third, as an exploration of how multiple semiotic systems work together to create an artistic, meaning-full text.”
UVa Library’s Resources

• DVDs
  24,000 DVDs (14,200 VHS, 2,400 LDs)
  7,500 foreign language film DVDs (4,000 VHS)

• Streaming films
  28,000 streaming videos
  7,600 foreign language films/videos

• What we don’t collect
UVa Library’s Resources

- Clemons Library DVDs
- Virgo search tips
- Streaming guide

http://guides.lib.virginia.edu/streaming
Why Film Clips?

Mark Kaiser of the Berkeley Language Center in an article called New Approaches to Exploiting Film in the Foreign Language Classroom in L2 Journal:

Why film clips? “There are numerous pedagogical benefits to the use of film clips. The quantity of language is more manageable, the clip can be replayed multiple times in class, or the clips can be put on a learning management system, thereby giving students access to clips as homework assignments.”
UVa Library’s Resources

• Library clipping service
  https://www.library.virginia.edu/services/video-clip-service

• Clipping tools in portals

• Playlisting in portals
UVa Library’s Resources

- French film library
- Kaltura in Collab
Kaltura in Collab

- My video homework assignment
Copyright and video

Online primers:
https://pages.shanti.virginia.edu/Fair_Use_and_Video/2011/07/13/fairusevideo/

http://www.cmsimpact.org/fair-use/related-materials/codes/code-best-practices-fair-use-online-video
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